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I have an interesting and unique experience to tell you about. When I was a junior in high school, I had a boyfriend who lived in a 

subdivision that was out in the country.  We would oftentimes sit on the side of the road next to his house and look at the stars 

while we talked about our day.  One night as we were looking at the stars, he noticed a light in the sky. He said “That’s a weird 

airplane”. So as I watched the “airplane”, I noticed a white sort of strobe light that was really bright in the middle and three other 

lights which I believed to be the nose of the airplane and end of the wing lights.  They were not in a pattern of how a normal plane 

outline would look.  These were more angular like a boomerang almost.  The strobe light in the middle was also blinking too fast

to be an aircraft.  We both looked at each other at the same time and said “That’s not an airplane”.  We got out of the car to get a 

better look.  Once we were out of the car, the “airplane” stopped moving and hovered for a few seconds.  All the lights went out on 

it and it re-appeared a short distance away in the sky.  As we stood there, not blinking and not believing what we were seeing, it 

did this about 3-4 more times and then zoomed off into the sky.  We both took off on the dead run for his house.  Needless to say, 

we were freaking out! What did we just see? If we just saw what we THINK we saw, do THEY KNOW we saw them?  Would they 

be back? 

I do not know if I had ever really thought much about aliens, let alone alien abductions prior to this experience.  My normal

response would probably have been to rationalize that I was just seeing things, but I had someone else who saw the exact same

thing.  I have to say, I had an unsettled feeling for some time afterward.  Some part of me was worried that I actually did see an 

alien spacecraft and that they may come back because they somehow KNEW that I saw them. They did not come back for me (as 

best as I can remember), but what about those who report they had been abducted by aliens?    

The first documented report of an alien abduction took place in the mid 1950’s. Since then, there have been numerous reports of 

aliens taking humans aboard their space crafts and performing all sorts of tests on them. Two of the most famous abductions 

were Betty and Barney Hill (1961) and Travis Walton (1976).  These were also two of the most documented cases.  Many people 

are skeptical as to whether or not aliens even exist.  Sci-Fi movies and television have depicted many different scenarios of how 

aliens come to earth and interact with us. Movies were made about both of these reported abductions.  The movie based on Betty 

and Barney Hill’s abduction is called “The UFO Incident” (1975) and the movie based on Travis Walton’s abduction is called “Fire

in the Sky” (1993).  

While reading the different accounts of the reported abductions, I noticed there was a common thread in most of the reports. 

Several people reported being abducted on their way home from somewhere (work, party etc,).  Most reported being taken into a
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place that resembled an operating room.  Several people reported that tests were performed on them in this operating room using probes and 

surgical type tools.  Most reported losing chunks of time that they couldn’t account for. This could be anywhere from a few hours to a few days.  

Most would have flashes of memory of the abduction that would come to them through dreams/visions.  Most have the same description of the 

aliens’ characteristics and report that they could communicate with them telepathically. Betty Hill reportedly remembered a star pattern that an 

alien was showing her. When she didn’t know what she was being shown, the alien stopped showing it to her.  Later on under hypnosis, she 

recalled the star pattern and said it was a form of trade routes for aliens.  Scientists later confirmed that this particular star pattern really did 

exist.  Travis Walton has an extremely detailed account of his experience.  He describes how the inside of the rooms on the spacecraft looked, 

smells and feelings.  

Is it so crazy to think there are other intelligent life forms out there in other galaxies? We are most certainly curious about them.  Why wouldn’t 

they be curious about us?  If you had the means to travel to their planet and interact with them, would you?  In the meantime, you can decide 

for yourself if you believe in aliens at all and whether or not alien abductions are real or science fiction.   

Resources:

http://ufos.about.com/od/aliensalienabduction/a/bestabductions.htm

http://www.travis-walton.com/return.html

Contact Us
You can use any of the following mechanisms to contact us:

Contact Us Form: http://www.tntparanormal.com/contactus.htm

Event Request Form: http://www.tntparanormal.com/event-request

Email: info@tntparanormal.com

Social Media:

Website: http://www.tntparanormal.com/

Twitter: @TnTParanormal (https://twitter.com/TnTParanormal) 

Periscope: @TnTParanormal

FB Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/146712678732927/

FB Team Page: https://www.facebook.com/TnTParanormalInvestigators

Google+: +TnTParanormal

Instagram: TnTParanormal

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/c/TnTParanormalInvestigators


